We consider a single-cell massive multiple input multiple output full-duplex wireless communication system, where the base-station (BS) is equipped with a large number of antennas. We consider the setup where the single-antenna mobile users operate in half-duplex, while each antenna at the BS is capable of full-duplex transmissions, i.e., it can transmit and receive simultaneously using the same frequency spectrum. The fundamental challenge in this system is intra-cell inter-node interference, generated by the transmissions of uplink users to the receptions at the downlink users. The key operational challenge is estimating and aggregating inter-mobile channel estimates, which can potentially overwhelm any gains from full-duplex operation. In this paper, we propose a scalable and distributed scheme to optimally manage the inter-node interference by utilizing a "onehop information architecture". In this architecture, the BS only needs to know the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio from the downlink users. Each uplink user needs its own SINR, along with a weighted signal-plus-noise metric from its one-hop neighboring downlink users, which are the downlink users, that it interferes with. The proposed one-hop information architecture does not require any network devices to comprehensively gather the vast inter-node interference channel knowledge, and hence significantly reduces the overhead. Based on the one-hop information architecture, we design a distributed power control algorithm and implement such architecture using overheard feedback information. We show that, in typical asymptotic regimes with many users and antennas, the proposed distributed power control scheme improves the overall network utility and reduces the transmission power of the uplink users.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH each generation of wireless standards, the number of antennas at the infrastructure nodes has continued to grow to meet the increasing demand of mobile data. For example, both cellular and WiFi standards now support up to 8 antennas at infrastructure nodes. A promising and now standardized approach to use multiple antennas at the infrastructure is to use Multi-User Multiple Input Multiple Output (MU-MIMO) for supporting multiple uplink or downlink data streams in same time-slot. More recently, massive Manuscript MIMO regime has been explored, which allows for a large number of antennas to reside at the infrastructure (with orders of magnitude more antennas compared to conventional MIMO systems), has attracted large interests in both academia and industry. The theoretical ( [15] , [20] , [21] ) and experimental results ( [27] , [29] ) have shown that massive MIMO can lead to a number of desirable properties from the network design point of view, that include reduced inter-beam interference, improved energy efficiency, and reduced intercell interference, among others. As a result, massive MIMO is being considered for standardization as one of the key technologies in next-generation of wireless systems in both cellular and WiFi (e.g., 3GPP LTE Release 12 [2] and 802.11-ax [3] ). Channel models with 64 BS antennas have already been standardized [2] , with research platform supporting even larger configurations; e.g. 96 BS antennas [28] .
In addition to MU-MIMO, another potential avenue to achieve higher spectral efficiency is to leverage full-duplex transmission, where a full-duplex-capable device can transmit and receive at the same time using the same frequency spectrum. The full-duplex mode of network operation has the potential to double the spectrum efficiency of wireless networks and can bring substantial flexibility to higher layer design [11] . In fact, in-band full-duplex has already become part of the ongoing standard both in 3GPP [1] and 802.11-ax [3] . While it can be hard to integrate the full-duplex capabilities to client devices due to the processing and energy constraint, it is in fact feasible to design near-perfect full-duplex base-stations thanks to available freedom (bigger size, non-battery-powered operation) in their designs (e.g., see [13] , [14] , [24] and the references therein). One method to leverage full-duplex infrastructure with halfduplex mobile handsets is to have simultaneous multi-user up-and downlink transmissions. However, the potential for simultaneous up-and downlink MU-MIMO at the BS leads to a new challenge -the inter-node interference within each cell, i.e intra-cell interference, as the transmissions of uplink interfere with the receptions of downlink as illustrated in Figure 1 . The inter-node interference hence poses a fundamental challenge to enabling full-duplex at the BS and needs to be managed efficiently.
In the presence of intra-cell interference, a centralized scheme can be used where the infrastructure device aggregates comprehensive knowledge of all the uplink, downlink and inter-node channel to make jointly optimal decisions on resource allocation. The centralized scheme may be useful for sparse scenario with small number of users. It will, however, Fig. 1 . Full-duplex multi-user network with K ul uplink users transmitting to the BS and K dl downlink users receiving from BS. incur a significant amount of overhead as the number of users grows, with the inter-node interference being the dominant bottleneck. For example, consider the setup with M full-duplex-capable antennas 1 at the BS, and with K ul half-duplex single antenna uplink and K dl half-duplex single antenna downlink users, henceforth denoted as (M, K ul , K dl ) massive-MIMO full-duplex system, in Figure 1 . The centralized control scheme requires the full-duplex BS to aggregate knowledge of K ul × K dl inter-node interference channels, in addition to M ×K ul uplink and M ×K dl downlink channels. Note that there has been recent development on uplink/downlink channel estimation in Massive MIMO with reasonable complexity [19] , [33] . For example, the M × K ul uplink channels can be estimated by letting K ul uplink users send pilots to the BS, and the downlink channels can be obtained by letting K dl downlink users send pilots and estimated by utilizing channel reciprocity. Hence the M × (K ul + K dl ) up-and downlink channels can be obtained with (K ul + K dl ) transmissions of overhead (pilots). However, to obtain K ul × K dl inter-node interference channels, each of the K ul × K dl channel information needs to be estimated at the uplink/downlink users and sent to the infrastructure; the inter-node interference channels are two-hop away from the BS. Hence acquiring all the channel knowledge of K ul × K dl inter-node interference channels incurs overhead at least of the order of K ul × K dl . As an example, under the scenario with K ul = 15 uplink and K dl = 20 downlink users, there can be as many as K ul × K dl = 300 inter-node interference channels, which is significantly more than K ul + K dl = 35. Therefore, for centralized scheme, obtaining the inter-node interference becomes the main bottleneck and will render the overall centralized architecture non-scalable.
In this paper, we thus seek distributed methods for resource allocation that significantly reduce who needs to know what about which channels. We propose, to the best of our knowledge, the first scalable and distributed interference management techniques in massive MIMO full-duplex systems with half-duplex clients. Our contributions are listed as follows. 1 A full duplex capable antenna is capable of transmitting and receiving at the same time. It can be realized by either using one antenna (e.g., [5] ) or using a pair of antennas (e.g., [13] [14] ).
• We create a scalable information architecture, namely the one-hop information architecture, that specifies the network information needed in each cellular devices to perform optimal interference management. Specifically, we consider an architecture where (i) BS knows only SINR of downlink channels, much like current cellular systems which rely on periodically collected SINR information for power and rate control, and (ii) uplink transmitters know only about interference channel strength, along with a weighted interference-plusnoise (IN) metric, from the nearby downlink receivers. Therefore, for the (M, K ul , K dl ) massive-MIMO full-duplex system, compared to a fully centralized decision, the proposed system requires only local, at most K dl one-hop information at each uplink user from its neighboring downlink receivers, thus avoiding the significant non-scalable overhead for aggregating the K ul × K dl interference channel information at the BS. • Based on the one-hop information architecture, we propose a distributed power allocation algorithm to achieve the optimal sum-utility in the system. By analyzing the structural properties of the (M, K ul , K dl ) massive-MIMO full-duplex system, we identify that the up-and downlink power control, which is coupled by inter-node interference, can in fact be carefully decoupled. Such a decoupled structure turns out to be an enabler for the one-hop information architecture and the optimal distributed algorithm. • We further show that, in typical asymptotic regimes where the amount of antennas scales up with the number of users, distributed power allocation can not only improve the overall system utility, it can also asymptotically reduce the overall amount of transmission power and hence improve the energy efficiency of mobile users. Note that, there can be scenarios with dense users and hence strong inter-node interference, where half duplex mode can be more efficient solution. The scope of this paper is not to specify when and where to use full duplex mode of operation, but rather to explore the optimal and scalable power control schemes for massive MIMO when the full duplex mode is in use.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section III we formulate the physical layer model of massive MIMO full-duplex system. We proceed to present the power control problem in Section IV. In Section V, we present the one-hop information architecture that facilitates us to propose distributed interference management algorithm. An overhearing-based scheme is presented in Section VI to implement the information architecture. We present asymptotic analysis in large number of antenna regime in Section VII. Numerical evaluation are provided in Section VIII followed by conclusion remarks in Section IX.
II. RELATED WORKS
There has been extensive research on resource allocation in various interference-constrained wireless networks. The interference in the wireless networks is often captured by the SINR, which in turn determines the achievable trans-mission rate. Power control is an important mechanism to mitigate network interference and have been well studied (see survey [9] ). Such problem often requires solving nonconvex optimization problem that is proven to be NP hard to solve [18] .
One line of research has focused on centralized control where a centralized controller gathers all the information across the network to perform resource allocation and interference management. For instance, Julian et al. [17] proposed centralized power control algorithm under high SINR regime using geographic programming. Signomial programming based approaches are proposed in [10] to achieve a local optimal solutions. An iterative optimal algorithm was proposed in [22] to achieve global optimality for a subset of non-convex objective functions. A branch and bound algorithm was proposed in [31] to solve weighted sum-rate maximization problems. Approximation algorithm was proposed in [30] to solve the NP-hard power control problem.
Another line of research has studied distributed power control algorithms for interference management. In the high SINR regime, distributed power control algorithm was converted to geometric programming [8] . Distributed price-based power control algorithm was proposed in [16] and shown to be optimal in certain scenarios. Distributed Power Control and scheduling based on back-pressure algorithm is proposed in [32] in high SINR regime. Recently, optimal distributed scheduling based on SINR model is proposed in to achieve transmission rate over a power control region [7] .
Some recent work studied resource allocation for full duplex systems. Di et al. [12] studied optimal subcarrier allocation for Full Duplex OFDMA network. A cell partitioning method was proposed in [26] that allocates frequency resources according to the partitioning of a single cell.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we describe the channel model for a singlecell massive MIMO full-duplex system where the BS is full-duplex capable while the mobile users operates in single antenna half-duplex mode. We assume the full-duplex BS is equipped with M antennas to serve both uplink and downlink users in the same time/frequency slot. The sets of uplink and downlink users are denoted by K ul and K dl respectively, with |K ul | = K ul and |K dl | = K dl , as shown in Figure 1 .
For each uplink/downlink user k, an associated utility function U k (r) represents the utility it achieves under transmission rate r. It reflects the level of satisfaction achieved for each of the users at a given rate. Each utility function is assumed to be a non-decreasing, continuously differentiable, strictly concave function, where U k (r) is the derivative of the utility function. The concavity property captures the diminishing return property of the utility achieved by the users in the network [25] . These utility functions are also used to capture different fairness requirement over the network. We are interested in controlling the transmission power, over both uplink and downlink in the massive MIMO full-duplex system, so that the achievable transmission rate provides the maximum overall sum-utility over the network. To characterize the physical-layer relationship between the transmission power and the corresponding achievable transmission rate, we start by presenting the channel model of the massive MIMO full-duplex system. The propagation channel model in our system consists of two parts: small-scale fading due to multipath and large-scale fading due to path loss. The channels are represented by the set G = {G ul , G dl , G I }, where each element in G denotes the propagation matrix of complex-valued channel coefficients for uplink, downlink and inter-node interference channels, respectively. We can express G k , k ∈ {ul, dl, I} as
where L k represents the small-scale fading matrix with a magnitude of one for each entry, and (D k g )
is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries constitute a vector g k of path loss coefficients.
A. Uplink
At the BS with M antennas, the received uplink signal y ul at the BS is an M × 1 vector given as
where G ul is an M × K ul uplink channel matrix and x ul is a K ul × 1 vector, with each element representing the transmit signal of the uplink users. The vector z ul represents the receiver additive noise, each entry is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) and drawn from a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance of N 0 denoted as CN (0, N 0 ).
In the uplink, we let P ul = [P ul 1 , P ul 2 , · · · , P ul K ul ] denote the vector of transmit powers, where the P ul i represents the transmit power of uplink user i. Each user is subject to a maximum instantaneous power constraint P max i , i.e., P ul i ≤ P ul max , ∀i ∈ K ul . Following the techniques in [20] and [23] , the BS can simply process the received signal using maximum-ratio combining (MRC),
where superscript H denotes conjugate transpose. We hence have
where (D ul g ) 1 2 is a K ul × K ul matrix and L ul is an M × K ul matrix. In massive MIMO, the number of antennas at BS is much larger than that at mobiles. Thus when M K ul , under favorable propagation conditions as manifested in [20] , the columns of the small-scale fading matrix are asymptotically orthogonal, the following convergence is obtained [20] ,
Now substituting (4) into (2), we have
We then approximate the Signal-to-Interferene-and-Noise ratio (SINR) for uplink user i as
where g ul i is the ith entry in the diagonal matrix (D ul g ) 1 2 . Note that in the above expression, we have used the asymptotic result in (5) . Under the domain of massive MIMO, we assume the SINR expression is valid for large value of M , hence ignoring the negligible error term. Therefore, with receiver MRC, the uplink user i achieves a transmission rate
where, recall that, g ul i is the corresponding path loss coefficient for i-th user.
B. Downlink
The received signal at the K dl downlink users y dl is a combination of the downlink signals and the interfering uplink signals, and is given by
where
In the downlink, we let P dl = [P dl 1 , P dl 2 , · · · , P dl K dl ] denote the vector where the element P dl j represents the transmit power to downlink user j. The downlink transmission power allocation is subject to a constraint on the total amount of transmission powers, i.e., N j=1 P dl j = P dl tot . Note that we assume perfect self-interference cancellation at the full-duplex-capable BS. This is in line with recent results that self-interference cancellation is capable of suppressing self-interference below the noise floor [14] .
Similar to the uplink, in massive MIMO downlink, under the conditions of M K dl , we have
Under favorable propagation conditions (9), BS can perform a simple conjugate beamfoming precoding [23] such that the transmit power constraint is satisfied E(||x dl || 2 ) = diag(P dl ),
The K dl × 1 vector s dl contains downlink messages where each message has unit power, i.e., E(|s dl j | 2 ) = 1 for all j ∈ K dl . We substitute (9) and (10) into (8) and we obtain that
Because the uplink and downlink transmissions are over the same frequency band, the uplink transmissions causes interference to the downlink receptions, as shown in Fig. 1 . The interference channel strength between uplink i and downlink j is denoted as g I ij . For the uplink user i, we let N i ⊂ K dl denote the set of downlink users that receives non-negligible interference from user i under the maximum transmit power constraint. For downlink user j, we let N j ⊂ K ul denote the set of uplink users that imposes non-negligible interference to user j.
In the massive MIMO scenario where M K dl , the SINR of downlink user j can then be calculated as
where g dl j is the jth entry in the diagonal matrix (D dl g ) 1 2 , and, similar to the uplink, we have ignored the negligible error term in (12) .
We consider the setup where the downlink receivers treat the inter-node interference as noise. Therefore, with transmit conjugate beamforming, the downlink transmission rate to user j ∈ K dl is expressed as
which depends on both uplink and downlink power allocation schemes P ul , P dl . We henceforth denote the Interference-plus-
The next section proposes an implementation of the algorithm that only requires |K dl | message passing at each iteration of the algorithm.
IV. POWER CONTROL PROBLEM
In this section, we formally define the power control problem. The objective of power allocation is to control the transmission powers P ul , P dl to jointly manage the internode interference and intelligently allocate the downlink transmission powers under the interference, so that the overall sum-utility in the system is maximized. Recall that R ul i (P ul i ) and R dl j (P dl j , P ul ) are defined in (7) and (13) respectively. The power allocation problem is defined as the following optimization problem.
s.t.,
As previously discussed, the approach of centralized control can be used to solve the problem at the infrastructure, where the full-duplex BS aggregates comprehensive knowledge across the cellular network. To optimally manage the inter-node interference imposed by the uplink users to downlink receivers, the infrastructure needs the knowledge of all the inter-node interference channel gains. From the form of optimization problem, the required amount of information at the BS is listed in Table I. 2  TABLE I   REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR CENTRALIZED ALGORITHM AT BS   TABLE II  ONE-HOP INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE, BS   TABLE III ONE-HOP INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE, UPLINK USER i As discussed in the introduction, the above centralized solution is non-scalable primarily because of the significant overhead to potentially collect K ul × K dl inter-node interference channels. Therefore, our goal is to design a scalable distributed structure, where the network-wide information are not aggregated at the BS. Instead, the information is distributed across the cellular network so that each device only acquires information at most one hop away.
V. DISTRIBUTED SOLUTION USING ONE-HOP INFORMATION
In this section, we present a scalable network state information architecture, denoted by one-hop information. Such information architecture significantly reduces the overhead associated with centrally aggregating all the information at the infrastructure. Specifically, the one-hop information architecture is described below in Table II -III, where the Interferenceplus-Noise (IN) metric, i.e., m i,j [t] is formally defined in (29) in Section V-C.
It can be observed from the above tables that the BS requires only SINR from the downlink users, which does not incur additional overhead to current cellular systems where BS periodically collects SINR from downlink users for power and rate control. The BS hence does not need to know information two hops away, e.g., inter-node interference. For each uplink user i, it only requires the one-hop information, i.e., the IN metric m ij for all users j ∈ N i . It does not require information more than one-hop away, e.g., m i0j [t] for all users i 0 = i, j ∈ K dl . Therefore, the multiplicative overhead that is associated with the centralized solutions disappears. In the the following sections, we show that under massive MIMO systems with high power gain and hence high SINR, the above one-hop information architecture enables design of optimal distributed power allocation scheme to manage inter-node interference.
A. High SINR Model
In massive MIMO full-duplex system, as illustrated in the rate expressions (7) and (13), large power gain is brought to each user owing to the large number of antennas at the BS. The high power gain in massive MIMO brings high SINR values at each receivers. Under the high SINR, the uplink transmission rates hence can be approximated by
for P ul i ≥ P 0 i where the parameter P i 0 is the power allocation constraint such that the high SINR approximation is valid, i.e., SINR ul i >> 1. Under massive MIMO setup, P 0 i , i ∈ K ul are small values. As M scales further up, the value of P 0 i scales down.
In the downlink, the SINR expression given in (12) is high thanks to the large value of M compared to the number of users in the neighborhood in the range of the cell. Correspondingly, the high SINR model gives the transmission rate expression
which, similar to the uplink, is valid for P dl j ≥ P 0 j . The parameter P 0 j is a small value as the number of BS antennas scales up.
Following the techniques in [8] and [32] , we perform a change of variables by letting P ul i = log(P ul i ) and P dl j = log(P dl j ) for all i ∈ K ul and j ∈ K dl . With the new set of variables and under high SINR approximation (17)(18), the utility maximization problem (14)-(16) becomes
Hence, given q ul and p ul , B(r, q ul , q dl ), V ul ( P ul , q ul , q dl ) and V dl ( P dl , q dl ) is completely determined by r, P ul and P dl , respectively.
Observatoin 1: The high SINR provided by massive MIMO system enables us to transform the non-convex problem (14)-(16) to the above convex optimization problem.
B. Leveraging Full-Duplex Architecture to Reduce Overhead
One of the main characteristics and bottleneck of the massive MIMO full-duplex system is the inter-node interference. Such interference not only can incur significant overhead in the centralized solution, but also couples up-and downlink power control decisions. Because the uplink transmission power causes interference to downlink reception, the downlink power allocation will also be affected accordingly. In this section, we present an interesting observation that there exists a way to decouple the interplay between up-and downlink power allocations, thanks to the uni-directional uplink to downlink interference in full-duplex system. This structure helps reduce the overhead associated with obtaining network information to achieve the optimal utility for the aforementioned problem (19)- (24) .
For each uplink user i ∈ K ul , we associate a Lagrangian multiplier q ul i that corresponds to the constraint (20) . A Lagrangian multiplier q dl j is associated with downlink user j ∈ K dl that corresponds to constraint (21) . The following dual function is then obtained by following a standard Lagrange multiplication method and the same approach in [4] and [6] 
with vectors q ul = [q ul i ] i∈K ul , q dl = [q dl j ] j∈K dl , P ul = [ P i ul ] i∈K ul , P dl = [ P dl j ] j∈K dl . Hence, given q ul , q dl , the dual problem is decomposed into three sub-problems, which leads to the following immediate observation.
Observation 2: The uplink power control sub-problem max P ul V ul ( P ul , q ul , q dl ), and the downlink power control sub-problem max P dl V dl ( P dl , q dl ) are completely decoupled as separate problems.
Remark: The Lagrangian approach uses a similar technique compared with other works that considers power control problems in general networks (e.g., [8] ). However, the full-duplex capability at the BS provides a unique decoupling structures for up-and downlink power control. In the full-duplex systems that we have considered, inter-node interference limits system performance, and up-and downlink power controls are coupled because of inter-node interference. The decoupling structure, however, interestingly reveals that these two power control schemes can actually be performed separately, given some pricing information. Such separation structure enables us to significantly reduce the information passing overhead to design the optimal power control policies.
For the uplink and downlink sub-problems, we obtain the gradient expressions as,
The sub-problem max r B(r, q ul , q dl ) is the primal rate adaptation, which can be solved with
Hence the Lagrangian multipliers can be considered as 'price' for achieving a unit of up-and downlink transmission rate.
We next design a distributed power control algorithm based on the aforementioned intuitions.
C. Power Control Using One-Hop Information
We formally present the distributed power control and interference management algorithm next, where the notation [x] S stands for projecting the value x onto a set S, and the IN metric is
In the algorithm, the up-and downlink power is updated according to the gradient (27)(28) in item 2 and 3. The price update in item 4 is along the direction of gradient of dual function D(q ul , q dl ). Also note that in uplink control algorithm (30) in item 3, the term
denotes the contribution of inter-node interference from uplink user i to the overall interference experienced at downlink user j, weighted by the price of user j. Therefore if user i contributes significant interference to downlink user j whose achievable rate is already very 'pricey', user i's power will tend to decrease.
Note that the above power control algorithm is implemented distributively at the uplink and downlink users. The distributed nature of the algorithm is facilitated by the decoupling property between up-and downlinks previously discussed, which is captured by the one-hop information. Specifically, because of the decoupling, given the price q dl , downlink power control is implemented independently from uplink users. Hence BS does not require uplink power information. Uplink user power control is implemented autonomously without awareness of the downlink power control policy. Note that the the one-hop information takes advantage of such structure so that all the network devices has sufficient information to perform optimal power control.
The following theorem establishes the convergence of the algorithm. The proof follows the similar lines as [8] and is hence neglected.
Theorem 1: Let φ * be the set of ( P ul , P dl ) that optimally solves the problem (19)- (24) . For small enough γ, we have (28),
where γ is the step size. 3: Uplink power update at the users. The uplink users update the transmission power to the BS according to the gradient (27),
4: Price update. The prices q dl j [t], j ∈ K dl are updated as follows,
where r j [t] = (U j ) −1 (q dl j [t]). The uplink user i ∈ K ul update its price by
where r i [t] = (U i ) −1 (q ul i [t]). 5: t → t + 1. Go to step 2.
The following Theorem 2 follows from [8] , and specifies that the proposed Algorithm 1 converges to optimum geometrically, where (P ul, * , P dl, * ) ∈ φ * and
, P ul, * )) .
Theorem 2: There exist constants c and β such that for all k, [k] ≤ cβ k , where β < 1.
VI. POWER CONTROL IMPLEMENTATION USING
OVERHEARING-BASED SCHEME
We have previously seen how the one-hop information architecture facilitates design of distributed algorithm for managing inter-node interference. Next, we present how the architecture can be implemented using an overhearing-based scheme.
At the end of each slot t, a feedback message is transmitted from each downlink user j ∈ K dl to the BS. The feedback message fb j [t] from the j-th downlink user contains the following value,
where IN j [t] is the interference-plus-noise measured at the j-th downlink user. Note also that downlink user j has all the knowledge to keep a copy of price q dl j [t] according to (32) . The feedback message fb j [t] is received at the BS and is overheard by all the uplink users in the neighborhood N j of j-th downlink user. We assume these feedback packets are sent with low rate and can be received accurately and collision-free at BS and users via transmitting in orthogonal frequency/time resources with negligible overhead. The BS and the uplink users then process the packets as follows.
• From the embedded pilot symbols in the feedback message fb j [t], the BS estimates the downlink path loss g dl j . The BS then uses fb j [t] to calculate SINR dl j [t] at the downlink receiver j at time t, i.e.,
.
(34)
• The uplink users in the neighborhood N j of downlink user j overhear the feedback message. From the embedded pilot symbols in the feedback message fb j [t], the uplink transmitter i ∈ N j estimates the interference channel gain g I ij associated with downlink receiver j ∈ K dl . The uplink transmitters i ∈ N j then, from (29) and (33) , use the decoded feedback fb j [t] to calculate the metric m ij [t] = fb j [t]P ul [t]g I ij and update the power allocation according to (30) . Therefore, with the overhearing-based feedback scheme, the BS obtains the required SINR information in Table 1 , and each uplink user obtains the IN metric in Table 2 . Note that in Table 2 , uplink SINR can be obtained from (6) where the uplink power is known to the user and path loss coefficient can be estimated via BS broadcasting pilots at initialization to all users.
Note that the distributed implementation contracts with the centralized algorithm that aggregates |K dl |×|K ul | information from all uplink and downlink users at the initial phase and can incur significant delay due to information aggregation and computation complexity at the BS. Also note the overheard information is not propagated further to share with additional users through the network.
VII. ASYMPTOTIC PERFORMANCE OF POWER CONTROL
Massive MIMO full-duplex system brings a large amount of possible degree of freedoms, hence facilitates the capability to simultaneously serve a large number of uplink and downlink users. In this section, we study the performance gain associated with power control, as well as the asymptotic scaling of the optimal power allocation in massive MIMO full-duplex system when both the number of antennas and the number of users scale up.
We hence consider a sequence of scenarios with expanding number of users and antennas, indexed by l with l ∈ Z + . For the k-th scenario, the set of uplink users, downlink users, and the number of BS antennas are denoted as K k ul , K k dl , M k , respectively.
To study the system behavior when more and more users are added to the system, we study the monotonic scenario where M l < M l+1 , and the uplink and downlink set of users monotonically expand across scenarios, i.e., K 1 ul ⊂ K 2 ul ⊂ K 3 ul ⊂ · · · and K 1 dl ⊂ K 2 dl ⊂ K 3 dl ⊂ · · · . We hence have |K l ul | → ∞, |K l dl | → ∞ and M l → ∞ as l → ∞. We assumes the inter-node interference g I i.j , i ∈ K ul , j ∈ K dl follow certain distribution with expectation E[g I i,j ] = E uniformly across (i, j) pair, where the expectation is over the random geographic location of the nodes and random path gains. This assumption is valid for the typical scenarios where users randomly appear in geographical locations of a cell, or where inter-node interference arrives via random paths.
We assume the following conditions hold true for the utility functions of the users in the network:
(A1) For each user k,
Assumption (A1) is motivated by the diminishing return idea of the utility functions, and holds true for the well-known α-fairness, e.g,
which includes many well-known fairness criteria such as proportional fairness, minimum potential delay fairness and max-min fairness as special cases that corresponds to different values of α. Assumption (A2) states that there are finite choices of utility functions for each user. These choices correspond to, for instance, different types of data traffic, quality of service requirement, etc. For ease of exposition, we henceforth use the following notations:
• Vector P ul,l, * and P dl,l, * respectively denote the optimal uplink and downlink power allocation that maximizes the network sum-utility (i.e., (19)-(24)) in the l-th scenario.
• The utility U l, * i , i ∈ K l ul ∪ K l dl respectively represents the up-and downlink utility under optimal power allocation P ul,l, * and P dl,l, * in the l-th scenario.
• The utility U l i (P ul max ), i∈K l ul , and U l j (P ul max ), j∈K l dl represent the utility when each uplink user transmits at maximum power P ul max , and when the downlink users transmits at optimal power that maximizes the sum downlink utility under P ul max . The next theorem states that when the number M l of the BS antennas scales at the same order of the multiplication of |K l ul | and |K l dl |, and when the number of downlink users scales at the same order or faster than the number of uplink users, then asymptotically the optimal uplink transmission power scales down. 
where the BS antennas M l scales at the same order of the multiplication of K l ul and K l dl . Intuitively this means the amount of antennas grows sufficiently fast to combat simultaneously the growing internode interference (from the growing number of uplink users) and also to provide sufficient degrees of freedom to the downlink users to guarantee a non-trivial SINR gain at the downlink users expressed in (12) . Theorem 3 also assumes that lim sup l→∞ |K l ul | |K l dl | < ∞, i.e., in the asymptotic regime, the number of downlink users scales at the same order or faster than the number of uplink users is valid in typical scenarios where the network is often dominated by the downlink traffic.
(2) Theorem 3 states that in the considered asymptotic regime, the optimal transmission power asymptotically scales down. This is intuitive because the uplink SINR grows linearly with the number of antennas. However, because of the diminishing decay property of the utility function, the marginal utility gain due to the increasing number of antennas will reduce. Therefore, decreasing the uplink transmission power (e.g., decrease power by ρ) will not bring significant loss in the uplink utility, it does, however, bring significant downlink utility gain. This is because, as the number of uplink users increases, the aggregated interference can be large at each of the downlink users.
VIII. NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS
We examine the power control algorithm performance for the massive MIMO full-duplex with one uplink user and one downlink user. We consider the scenario with 128 antennas at the BS, i.e., M = 128. The uplink and downlink path loss parameters are g ul = −60 dB, g dl = −70 dB respectively. The power control is subject to the maximum power constraints P ul max = 23 dBm, P dl tot = 45 dBm. The noise power is N 0 = −30 dBW . These parameters are set in accordance with practical values in existing LTE standards. Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2 (c) correspond to weighted proportional fair utility function, with U ul (r) = log(r), U dl (r) = 2 log(r). Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(d) correspond to weighted minimum potential delay utility function, i.e., U ul (r) = −1/r, U dl (r) = −2/r. For this scenario, it is optimal for the downlink user to always transmit at the maximum power since there is only one downlink user. Fig. 2 (a)-(b) plot the variation of the optimal uplink transmission power with the gain g I of the inter-node interference channel. Fig. 2(c)-(d) compare the sum-utility under optimal power control and when P ul = P ul max . As observed in the figures, when the inter-node interference channel is weak, it is optimal to transmit at the maximum uplink power since the impact on downlink transmission is insignificant. Hence in this regime the uplink transmits power at the maximum power and there is a negligible loss at the downlink as evident in Fig. 2(c)-(d) . As the inter-node interference channel gain grows stronger, for both cases of utility functions, the optimal uplink transmission power decays. This is because under strong interference channel, transmission of uplink users imposes significant interference to the downlink transmission. Because of the diminishing return property of utility functions, reducing the uplink transmission power can alleviate downlink utility loss and bring higher overall sum utility in the network. Fig. 2 (c)-(d) also highlight the importance of power control in moderate to high interference regime. As the gain in the inter-node interference channel becomes stronger, power control is increasingly more important to manage the interference created by the uplink users to the downlink receivers to maintain the overall system-level utility, as illustrated by the increasing utility gains in Fig. 2(c)(d) . Fig. 3 (a)-(b) plot convergence performance of the proposed algorithm. We consider the scenario with 128 antennas at the BS, with 2 uplink users and 4 downlink users. The uplink and downlink path loss parameters are g ul 1 = −50dB, g ul 2 = −45dB, and g dl Fig. 3(a) plots the evolution of the utility function for proportional fairness utilities, i.e., U k (r) = log r, k ∈ K ul ∪ K dl . Fig. 3(b) plots the evolution of the utility function for minimum potential delay utility, i.e., U k (r) = −1/r, k ∈ K ul ∪ K dl . It can be observed that the algorithm converges at around 200 iterations.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study a massive MIMO full-duplex system where the BS contains a large number of full-duplexcapable antennas serving multiple single-antenna half-duplex up and -downlink users. In such system, inter-node inference becomes the main design challenge, where transmission of uplink users creates interference to the reception of downlink users. Because of the vast amount of inter-node interference channels, centralized control by aggregating all network information at the BS will incur significant overhead in the network. We develop an efficient and scalable one-hop information architecture that leverages the unique structure of the massive MIMO full-duplex system. Based on the one-hop information architecture, we propose a distributed power allocation algorithm to optimally manage the inter-node interference, and show how the information can be obtained via a overhearingbased scheme. We characterize the performance of the optimal power control algorithm in the asymptotic regimes where the number of users and the number of antennas at the BS all scale up. We show that power control in large number of BS antennas regime can not only bring utility gains, it also improves the energy efficiency of mobile users.
APPENDIX PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We let Φ l ρ = K l ul \ Θ l ρ . Hence for all i ∈ Φ l ρ , P ul,l, * i > ρP ul max . We also letŨ (r) = max m {(U m ) (r), U m ∈ U}. We prove this lemma by contradiction. Suppose there exist a subsequence l m , m = 1, 2, · · · , and 0 < κ ≤ 1 such that lim m→∞ |Φ lm ρ |/K ul = κ. We let P Hence the total downlink transmission power exceeds the power constraint, thus establishing a contradiction. According to the above lemma, we let ω 0 and ε be such that lim sup m→∞ 
where the last equality holds because the first term in the limit decays to 0 with l m of (39), U (r), U (r) monotonically decrease with r, the path loss g dl j < 1, and because from the theorem statement lim inf m→∞ |K lm dl | |K lm ul | > 0. Therefore choosing (P ul,l,new , P dl,l,new * ) asymptotically achieves utility higher than the optimal power allocation (P ul,l, * , P dl,l, * ), which contradicts to (P ul,l, * , P dl,l, * ) being the optimal power allocation. We hence proved the Theorem.
